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NEW QUESTION: 1
You need to optimize SRV1.
What configuration changes should you implement? To answer,
select the appropriate option from each list in the answer
area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
From the scenario: SRV1 has 16 logical cores and hosts a SQL
Server instance that supports a mission-critical application.
The application hasapproximately 30,000 concurrent users and

relies heavily on the use of temporary tables.
Box 1: Change the size of the tempdb log file.
The size and physical placement of the tempdb database can
affect the performance of a system. For example, if the size
that is defined for tempdb is too small, part of the
system-processing load may be taken up with autogrowing tempdb
to the size required to support the workload every time you
restart the instance of SQL Server. You can avoid this overhead
by increasing the sizes of the tempdb data and log file.
Box 2: Add additional tempdb files.
Create as many files as needed to maximize disk bandwidth.
Using multiple files reduces tempdb storage contention and
yields significantly better scalability. However, do not create
too many files because this can reduce performance and increase
management overhead. As a general guideline, create one data
file for each CPU on the server (accounting for any affinity
mask settings) and then adjust the number of files up or down
as necessary.
Topic 2, Contoso, Ltd Case Study 2Background
You are the database administrator for Contoso, Ltd. The
company has 200 offices around the world. The company has
corporate executives that are located in offices in London, New
York, Toronto, Sydney, and Tokyo.
Contoso, Ltd. has a Microsoft Azure SQL Database environment.
You plan to deploy a new Azure SQL Database to support a
variety of mobile applications and public websites.
The company is deploying a multi-tenant environment. The
environment will host Azure SQL Database instances. The company
plans to make the instances available to internal departments
and partner companies.
Contoso is in the final stages of setting up networking and
communications for the environment.
Existing Contoso and Customer instances need to be migrated to
Azure virtual machines (VM) according to the following
requirements:
The company plans to deploy a new order entry application and a
new business intelligence and analysis application. Each
application will be supported by a new database. Contoso
creates a new Azure SQL database named Reporting. The database
will be used to support the company's financial reporting
requirements. You associate the database with the Contoso Azure
Active Directory domain.
Each location database for the data entry application may have
an unpredictable amount of activity. Data must be replicated to
secondary databases in Azure datacenters in different regions.
To support the application, you need to create a database named
contosodb1 in the existing environment.
Objects
Database
The contosodb1 database must support the following
requirements:
Application

For the business intelligence application, corporate executives
must be able to view all data in near real-time with low
network latency.
Contoso has the following security, networking, and
communications requirements:

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are the project manager of HJT project. You want to measure
the operational effectiveness of risk management capabilities.
Which of the following is the BEST option to measure the
operational effectiveness?
A. Key performance indicators
B. Metric thresholds
C. Key risk indicators
D. Capability maturity models
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Key performance indicators are a set of quantifiable measures
that a company or industry uses to gauge or compare performance
in terms of meeting their strategic and operational goals. Key
performance indicators (KPIs) provide insights into the
operational effectiveness of the concept or capability that
they monitor.
Incorrect Answers:
A: Key risk Indicators (KRIs) only provide insights into
potential risks that may exist or be realized within a concept
or capability that they monitor.
B: Capability maturity models (CMMs) assess the maturity of a
concept or capability and do not provide insights into
operational effectiveness.
D: Metric thresholds are decision or action points that are
enacted when a KPI or KRI reports a specific value or set of
values.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
The exhibit illustrates the exchange of VPN route and label
information between MPLS VPN inter-AS. The exhibit also shows
ASBRs exchanging VPN-IPv4 addresses.
Which command is needed to change the next-hop address when
ASBR2 is not configured?
A. Redistribute command with the BGP routing process
B. Redistribute command with connected
C. Redistribute command with static
D. Redistribute command with the IGP routing process
Answer: B

Explanation:
Figure 11-3 illustrates the exchange of VPN route and label
information between autonomous systems. The only difference is
that ASBR2 is configured with the redistribute connected
command, which propagates the host routes to all PEs. The
redistribute connected command is necessary because ASBR2 is
not the configured to change the next hop address.
Figure 11-3 Host Routes Propagated to All PEs Between Two
Autonomous Systems Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/docs/net_mgmt/ip_solution_center/4.0
/mpls/user/guide/11_isc. html
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